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As the world moves ahead with its vision to become on economic behemoth in the few years, the
average level of prosperity among its populace and the degree of equitable distribution of wealth will,
to a large extent, be determined by the scale of inclusive growth achieved.

In response to the evolving forces of customer expectations, regulatory requirements, technology.
demographics, new competitors and shifting economics, much of the landscape will change
significantly. Several forms of investments need to choose what posture to adopt against this change
— whether to be a shopper of the future, a fast follower, or to manage defensively, putting off
change and delving into digital-assets management. Staying the some is not on option.

In the field of digital assets management, information technology and electronic funds transfer
system hove emerged as the twin pillars of modern investment development. Products offered by
digital assets management firms hove moved way beyond conventional investment and access to
these services hove become round the clock. This, indeed, is a revolution in digital-assets
management industry.

Digital-asset management firms will open another alternative channel after internet and mobile
processing, and help improve efficiencies and effectiveness and more so, reduce costs involved in
catering to customers in the rural and semi-urban areas.
Another extremely important issue is the infrastructure financing. Digital assets ore being
the primary source of funding for the infrastructure sector. As a result, it credits to the
infrastructure sector has also increased to around 7 Billion USD as on September 2015 and accounted
for around 15% of the overall investment management sector advances. Infrastructure advances hove
grown at a compound annual growth rote (CAGR) of around 27.5% in the lost + Years, which is
higher than the digital assets investment sector advances growth.
International financial regulators hove helped build one of the world's strongest digital assets
management, investment and financial systems that has soiled post international crises. They’re now
injecting more competition by following different classes of investment firms and financial service
providers.
It is in this context, we hope that this report on digital assets management and investment on the
Future: Vision 2020 would help the industry to understand the future evolution of digital assets
management and the evolving strategies for reaping maximum benefits from the changing scenario in
investment and financial landscape.

JONATHAN HYDE
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Managing Director (MD)
FINEXSHARES.COM
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As companies seek ways to raise capital through ICOs, streamline operations by using blockchains,
enhance growth, and increase profitability, they need to determine the advantages of establishing
and managing a business in different locations worldwide.

With a focus on being able to create a true global in-discriminatory economic boom, organizations,
entrepreneurs, and investors need a sustainable ecosystem free from the influence of
regulatory agencies and malicious third-parties.

Most significant barriers they face are hiring local talent, keeping up with innovation, the increased
cost of operating in foreign countries, corporate taxes, and government regulations.

This document highlights the benefits of creating a business-oriented means with the
FINEXSHARES.COM a Sub class FINEXSHARES.COM, on a decentralized network with Proof of
Performance (PoP) incentive mechanism, its governance, management tools and on alignment system
built on top of FINEXSHARES’s Blockchain. FINEXSHARES.COM governance is regulated by
FINEXSHARES’s Platform, which is designed to be a self-sustainable decentralized ecosystem
consisting of businesses motivated to participate and reap the rewards of their success without
geographical restrictions or limitations. Initially FINEXSHARES.COM’s Platform will be designed
specifically for profit-driven companies but is modular enough to accommodate other types of
organizations.
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It is this fundamental change in the principle of information/value exchange over the Internet that
has made the Blockchain and its associated DLT a very intriguing proposition for all stakeholders in
the financial services industry.

On one hand, while Fintech players are seeing this as a means to disrupt the role of digital assets
investment firms as intermediaries, Banks on the other hand are trying to take advantage of this
technology to strengthen the value propositions offered to their own customers. As a result, we are
witnessing all-round excitement as evidenced by the data points in the preceding section.

The genesis of Blockchain technology and associated distributed ledgers is on anonymous paper that
emerged under the pseudonym of Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. October 31 marks the twelve- year
anniversary of the release of the Bitcoin white paper, which was authored by Satoshi Nakamoto, and
whose identity still remains a mystery.

Satoshi had devised a simple yet elegant solution to keep track of the cryptocurrency Bitcoins in
circulation. The solution leveraged a ‘distributed ledger’ architecture under which all users who
participated as ‘nodes’ in the network had a copy of the entire ledger.

This implied that all participants had complete visibility of all the transactions at all points in time. Any
updates to the contents of the ledger could happen by consensus of participants and any such
addition would be in the form of an encrypted new ‘block’ in an existing ‘chain’ of all such prior blocks.

While Bitcoin as a cryptocurrency has come under the scanner of various regulators, stakeholders
soon realized the power of the underlying Blockchain technology enabled by a system of Distributed
Ledgers.

In essence, the Blockchain architecture proposed by Satoshi could enable a disintermediated and
highly tamper-proof ledger using which interested parties could exchange information
FINEXSHARES.COM even value directly between each other in near real time with no requirement for
a trusted third party.

In this relatively short period of time, Bitcoin has challenged the way modern society looks at global
finance and banking, and has been the catalyst for the birth of over a thousand different
cryptocurrencies as well as many more blockchain projects. Its history has been full of highs and lows,
as the volatile cryptocurrency has battled through years fraught with controversy and success.

YEARS OF SUBSEQUENT GROWTH

On Jan. 3, 2009, Nakamoto successfully created the Genesis Block, the founding block of the Bitcoin
blockchain. The Genesis block was hard-coded into the Bitcoin software and the 50 BTC, which were
created, cannot be spent due to the way the code was written. The exact reasons for this aren't
known, just another Mystery to add to Satoshi's story.

On Aug. 18, 2008, the Bitcoin.org domain as registered by an anonymous entity as a precursor to the
body of work that would describe the intricacies of the Bitcoin protocol.

This came to life with the publishing of the Bitcoin white paper on Oct. 31, 2008. Titled ” Bitcoin-
A peer-to-peer electronic cash system” the initial and original nine-page document was distributed on
cypherpunk mailing list in November 2008.

The mean time between the creation of new blocks is 15 minutes, but it took a full six days before the
next block was added to the Bitcoin blockchain, according to the timestamps of those specific blocks.
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BITCOIN MINING

The process of adding trading transaction records to Bitcoin's public ledger of past transactions is
called “mining” (and a “mining rig” is a colloquial metaphor for a single computer system that
performs the necessary computations for "mining").

Bitcoin trading here is a form of crypto-assets oriented business which allows Investors, Clients and
Customers to exchange cryptocurrencies, electronic or digital currencies for other assets, such as
conventional fiat money or other digital currencies.

This ledger of past transactions is called the blockchain as it is a chain of blocks. The blockchain serves
to confirm transactions to the rest of the network as having taken place. Bitcoin nodes use the
blockchain to distinguish legitimate Bitcoin transactions from attempts to re-spend coins that have
already been spent elsewhere.

The primary purpose of mining is to set the history of transactions in a way that is computationally
impractical to modify by any one entity. By downloading and verifying the blockchain, bitcoin nodes
are able to reach consensus about the ordering of events in bitcoin.

Bitcoin Mining, Investment, Trading and general management here, at FINEXSHARES.COM is
simply the hiring of mining rigs by our miners for the mining of these currencies directly into their
personal wallets, investing, buying and selling of bitcoin through our secured and Al-Guided protocol
both internally or externally and adding a new dimension to currency trading with our very own
dynamic force and the cryptocurrencies’ volatility it experiences as it settles into the global market.

FINEXSHARES also acts as the market-maker that typically takes the bid-ask spreads as a
transaction commission for is service or, as a matching platform, simply charges fees. This both serves
the purpose of disseminating new coins in a decentralized manner as well as motivating people
to provide security for the system.
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Started operation of rigs in 2015, and with the union of other cryptocurrency mining professionals
based in major mining centers across the globe, the company has continuously improved its
operations. We share the common goal of advancing the global profile and leadership of the mining
and exploratory industry.

Fully incorporated on January, 2020 with the major goal of dealing in crypto-assets and digital monies
and with continuous development cycles, we always strive to bring the best possible user experience
and security to our customers all around the globe.

FINEXSHARES refers to a company operating under the name FINEXSHARES.COMWas registered
in the Singapore at 532 Upper Cross St 01-11, Singapore, 050531. SIngapore with the company
number #12434707 .

FINEXSHARES.COM being an incorporation was created and operated on mining the
decentralized digital ledger by one or multiple human or Autonomous Agent - owners or a mixture of
both that share a common purpose and unites in order to focus their various talents and organize
their collectively available skills or resources to achieve specific, declared goals by using the most
efficient techno-mechanisms required.

The decentralized company owns capital and other, primary digital, assets. It can also collaborate with
other partners or businesses inside and outside of the decentralized network — making it a highly
versatile entity. Such a company exists as long as it is able to self-update its most basic components
and continue being recognized as the same entity or until it decides to terminate its existence.

WHY SHOULD YOU TRUST FINEXSHARES.COM
Welcome to our investment space!

Technology improves the world and does it constantly. Our goal is to streamline this irreversible
process and mark our role in transforming the civilization.

As the FINEXSHARES.COM team, we have created an Internet platform for raising capital that
will support the commercialization of high end technologies protected by Patents. By using a
Blockchain-based distributed ledger, we can guarantee the transparency of the investments based on
FINEXSHARES.

DEAL WITH US TODAY

 Transparency: Ownership in public FINEXSHARES.COM organization is transparent and
transferable. Voting token holdings are public, and owners have the right to transfer ownership
to another party.

There are three transparent functions of ownership built into public FINEXSHARES.COM
i. Issue equity tokens, arbitrarily or with parameters.
ii. Sell or transfer tokens.
iii. Issue new non-voting tokens.

 Liability fund that can cover the company's debts or liabilities: Liability Fund is liability coverage
in case of the FINEXSHARES.COM debts or liabilities. It is created as a percentage from a
received payment that is stored on a separate wallet until certain limits are reached.
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 Fast and automated dispute resolution: FINEXSHARES.COM also provides an arbitration
system for any given dispute between two parties which allows arbitrators to resolve the dispute
based on documents provided by the applicant and defendant very quickly as well.

 Fast and automated processing (Trading and Investments) and Transactions:
FINEXSHARES.COM provide(s) an arbitration system for any given Trading, Investment or
Exchange of Crypto-assets between two parties (itself and another) which allows arbitrators to
have all sorts of transactions processed very quickly.

PROBLEMS OF THE WORLD AND OUR SOLUTION
It is possible that when compared to rare metals, Bitcoin mining is not as wasteful in terms of
environmental impact, but it remains clear that there could be better and more efficient uses of
crypto-currency mining power than solving arbitrary cryptographic problems.

This belief con be seen in a number of innovative projects announced in recent weeks that seek to use
bitcoin's power to do everything from storing genetic material to archiving important data.

This increasingly important question about the future of one bitcoin's core industries arrive at a time
industrial mining has already come to replace the network of individual miners that once powered the
bitcoin network, and major voices in the industry are beginning to make their views on the matter
heard.

Being aware of the global problems in the high end technology world makes the benefit of the
FINEXSHARES's Investment Fund visible. Today there already are small investment markets for bitcoin
which is primarily filled by large companies with a small bitcoin segment in their portfolio (other
cryptocurrencies). The majority of the potential (and also the risk) lies in those companies focusing
primarily on bitcoin.

The FINEXSHARES's Investment Fund and FINEXSHARES Limited bridge this gap with investment
transparency through Blockchain and together with the specialists in the industry ensures financial
security for the future.

Blockchain also solves the issue of raising private capital. Unlike the institutional capital that con only
be used for research, the primate investors’ money will be used to commercialize technology and
thus create profitable future companies.

FINEXSHARES solves investors’ problems. By choosing the
right business partner, we offer o safe investment in the high
end technology market, the value of which over several
years will exceed the capitalization of hundreds of billions of
dollars (the current valuation is about 300 million dollars). In
the next few years, only several dozen companies will
remain on the market with the capital reaching Google or
Facebook. One of these companies will be
FINEXSHARES.COM. The Pro-mining investment
platform aims to meet global problems and connect o lot of
groups into o coherent investment fund.
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MINERS’ PROBLEMS:

 Labor and gross power intensive.

 a low probability Of calculating a hash starting with many zeros.

 lack of technology standardization as well as a consistent quality Policy.

INVESTORS’ PROBLEMS

 limited trust to the world of science and new technologies

 a Long legislation process from the start of research to commercialization

 lack of space for safe investment in high end technologies

BLOCKCHAIN COMMUNITY PROBLEMS

 a large number of cryptocurrencies that don't give any real benefits

 a small selection of promising projects based on PoW consensus

 lack of Blockchain-based projects with access to a real business

OUR SOLUTION!
We at FINEXSHARES.COM Offer Solutions on several levels:

THE SOLUTION FOR MINING

 Creating a website platform (FINEXSHARES.COM) where miners will be able to submit their ideas.
After being verified by the FINEXSHARES.COMmining team and taking into consideration
the community voting, all prospective projects will be directed to commercialization.

 FINEXSHARES.COM offers access to the most experienced lawyers and specialists from,
among others, the Kostrzyn Slubice Special Economic Zone, who have invested hundreds of
millions of Zloty, in companies such as Zalando or BMW. Thanks to their experience and trust of
our investors, we will accelerate the process of the project implementation.

 Through the creation of a transparent system of capital movement based on
FINEXSHARES.COM's Blockchain and using FINEXSHARES.COM products, we will provide
our investors with the most promising project.

SOLUTION FOR INVESTORS

 The FINEXSHARES.COM team are specialists in their industry. Due to our wealth of
experience in the field of investments and extensive business contacts, each Pro-mining
technology project receives a guarantee of its usefulness and future profits in business.
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 Using Blockchain technology. FINEXSHARES.COM will create a friendly Place for investors,
without the need for long and complicated legal consultations.

 Blockchain is on open ledger. FINEXSHARES.COM ensures that the investment capital
movement and implementation processes will be verifiable at every stage, e.g. through the
client's panel on the website.

SOLUTION FOR THE COMMUNITY

 The biggest advantage of FINEXSHARES.COM is the possibility of active support from the
companies producing real products (e.g. Gold).

 Seminar and enlightenment programs on mining as regards to cryptocurrencies or crypto- assets
collection.

 Blockchain is a community- We are close to the idea of Satoshi Nakamoto, which is a distributed
ledger. Therefore, PoW is not only a bow towards miners but also towards a fair distribution.

 FINEXSHARES.COM is one of the few collectors of crypto-assets based on PoW, behind
which there is a viable business (planned implementation of mining factories and development
of Crypto-related technologies in the future).

HOWWILL IT WORK?

The way the FINEXSHARES.COM Investment Fund works is as follows:

By mining with us, investors give us funds for technological projects prepared to be
Commercialized.
Voting is done via portfolios and the selected project receives funds for implementation.
FINEXSHARES Limited establishes a special purpose vehicle with a selected project and
commercializes this project, after the investment is realized, FINEXSHARES.COM's investors
receive lifetime profits of the promoted project.
FINEXSHARES.COM is committed to periodically purchase crypto-assets from the international
market allocating the 20%-80% of its profits (if any).

(A detailed description of the investment process can be found in on www.FINEXSHARES.COM:
FINEXSHARES.COM Legal Status.)
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PROFILE OF FINEXSHARES.COM

DETAILS OF THE COMPANY
COMPANY NAME FINEXSHARES.COM

REGISTRATION NUMBER #12434707a5
DATE OF REGISTRATION 1st January 2019

COUNTRY REGION OF REG. Singapore
TYPE OF COMPANY PRIVATE UNLIMITED COMPANY
REGISTERED OFFICE

ADDRESS
532 Upper Cross St 01-11, Singapore, 050531.

SIngapore

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY DIGITAL ASSETS MINING, MANAGEMENT AND
FINANCIAL SERVICES

STATUS ACTIVE
REGISTERED CHAIRMAN - CEO JONATHAN HYDE

STRATEGIES OF GROWING ASSETS

MINING

We provide a mining interface which allows members to rent mining rigs with
their local fiat or even, with any already owned digital money

TRADING

We provide several media of exchange which allows members to trade their
mined assets into any a local fiat or any other digital money.

INVESTMENT
We provide an investment portfolio to our members, allowing them to invest
their mined assets into any stock as listed in the international market.
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GET STARTED - MINING CONTRACTS AND PORTFOLIOS

Registration on our platform is as easy as it is elsewhere but we have incorporated the KYC
Verification to assist us in knowing our clients better and also, improve the security of their operating
accounts.

 visit our web-page/online platform and sign up or register an account. (In the process of
registration, we suggest that the details entered are true as they will be required further in your
KYC Verification.)

 When you have successfully completed your registration process, go through your personal
dashboard and understand the basics and preliminaries of our contract plans and how they work.

 Understanding these contract plans, proceed to making your (first mining, trading or investment
by choosing a convenient contract plan after prior considerations of the mode of operation of
the desired contract plan such as the percentage (%), duration and the others of the same sort -

FIRST PLAN - 5% IN 24 HOURS

5.00USD DAILY MINIMUM PROFIT
CONTRACT PLAN PRICE: 100.00USD
PROFIT BY PERCENTAGE: 5%
PLAN DURATION: 24 HOURS

MATHS:

5USD x 100USD = 105USD (IN 24 HOURS)

(Principal Included)

This explains that an investment in this contract plan which lasts for a period of 24 hours will amount
to 105USD when it is due for withdrawal into your personal wallet address.

 Free Configuration
 Automatic Withdrawal
 24/7 Support
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OTHERMINING CONTRACTS

PLAN 2 - 7% IN 48 HOURS

MINIMUM CONTRACT PLAN PRICE: 1000.00USD
MAXIMUM CONTRACT PLAN PRICE: 9,999.00USD
PROFIT BY PERCENTAGE: 7%
PLAN DURATION: 48 HOURS

PLAN 3 - 10% IN 72 H0URS
MINIMUM CONTRACT PLAN PRICE: 10,000.00USD
MAXIMUM CONTRACT PLAN PRICE: 19,999.00USD
PROFIT BY PERCENTAGE: 10%
PLAN DURATION: 72 HOURS

PLAN 4 - 20% IN 96 HOURS
MINIMUM CONTRACT PLAN PRICE: 20,000.00USD
MAXIMUM CONTRACT PLAN PRICE:MAX USD
PROFIT BY PERCENTAGE: 20%
PLAN DURATION: 96 HOURS
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ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT - WHITEPAPER

This White Paper is on information document presenting FINEXSHARES plans for the development of
FINEXSHARES Investments in the future. FINEXSHARES reserves the right to change these plans or
refrain from implementing them at its sole discretion. The White Paper has not been prepared in
accordance with any legal or regulatory acts and is not subject to any legal or regulatory act in any
jurisdiction to protect investors.

This document may contain "forward-looking statements" - that is, declarations related to events in
the future. These declarations often refer to the future business and organizational plans of
FINEXSHARES and often include words such as "Expect", "intend", "plan", "will", "would", "estimate",
"forecast" or "aiming". These declarations, by nature, relate to issues that are uncertain to a varying
extent. FINEXSHARES cannot guarantee that any forward-looking declarations, historical data or
experiments carried out by the company or the expected results of the FINEXSHARES will be
associated with actual facts or results in the future. FINEXSHARES are not shores or any kind of
securities. They do not entitle to ownership or any participation in FINEXSHARES.COM company
or any other proprietary rights. They are only a means that can authorize investors to use it to acquire
services provided by FINEXSHARES.COM.

The English version of this White Paper is a basic and official source of information about the
FINEXSHARES platform. All information contained herein can be always translated into other
languages. It can also be used for written or verbal communication with existing or future members of
the community, partners etc. Due to translation or transmission of such information, part of the
contents of this document may be lost, their integrity may be compromised or the content may be
misinterpreted. The accuracy of such alternative ways of exchanging messages cannot be guaranteed.
If there are any inconsistencies or contradictions between the translation or communication and this
White Paper, the provisions of the original document in English will prevail.
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